SHAKESPEARE'S HISTORIES OF FORGIVENESS BY ANDREW SHIFFLETT
Among William Shakespeare's comedies there are comedies of forgiveness. 1 In his romances one meets characters who forgive each other by talking things out even after the most vicious, most unforgiveable things have been done.
2 Some of Shakespeare's tragedies are about forgiveness in the sense that their characters find themselves betrayed by the words and gestures that might facilitate such talkingout. 3 And one of the tragedies is specifically about generosity and its discontents. Timon of Athens is "a great blow to cherished Elizabethan conceptions" of natural human generosity, writes John M. Wallace, "but it concludes, for want of anything better, by leaving them still in place." 4 Giving and forgiving cannot be depended on, but there are no alternatives to them in ethics and, until Hobbesian contract theory, there was nothing in politics that could take their place. As the Second Lord says near the end of Coriolanus, "Let's make the best of it." 5 History is where people make the best of it, but Shakespeare's histories of forgiveness have been largely ignored in the vast body of scholarship on the first and second tetralogies. This cannot be justified on the grounds that the genre prevented him from turning serial killers into Drydenic paragons. Forgiveness becomes important in these plays not only when it really happens but when characters who might be expected to forgive do not forgive, or forgive for ulterior motives or sheer vanity, or even forgive as a pretext for cruelty. W. H. Auden may come closer than anyone to dealing with the topic in his essay "The Prince's Dog," where he claims that Falstaff is "a comic symbol for the supernatural order of Charity" and insists that "it is impossible to distinguish in dramatic action between the spirit of forgiveness," which he admires above all, "and the act of pardon," which "must be governed by prudent calculation." 6 That forgiveness in any of its manifestations in the history plays has not been discussed more extensively may be a legacy of the old emphasis on the so-called Tudor myth, which often had more to say about moral relationships between kings and God than kings and other human beings. The common tendency to conflate the virtues may be another cause. When important things like history, theatricality, and the foundations of the modern state are at stake, as they usually are in criticism of these plays, it may seem convenient to speak of morality in general instead of anything as specific as forgiveness. The problem here is the same as that which Sarah Beckwith finds in "generalizing language" about the fortunes of ritual in Shakespeare's tragedies and romances: "It loses the specificity of speakers and the occasions on which they speak, and even more the specificity of Shakespeare's own occasion." 7 In fact, the story of forgiveness told in the histories has a rather complicated plot, one that accommodates the chronological back-step from Richard III to Richard II and features tragic failures, glorious examples for the absolutist state, and even some glimmers of generosity outside the interests of that state. Its overall thrust is grim but interesting, as this essay will show, for it runs counter to what leading intellectuals were saying about forgiveness in the 1580s and '90s and indicates Shakespeare's attitude toward an indispensable instrument of Elizabethan state power. Of course, a brief survey of eight plays first performed as early as 1590 and as late as 1599 must make its own generalizations and assumptions. One is that Shakespeare remembers what he writes, and thus that it is reasonable to think of these plays as telling a story not only about England but about forgiveness itself. That the story takes a decade to be written may threaten our sense of its coherence but ought to suggest its importance. There is also the idea that forgiveness is not merely an under-appreciated topic treated in various ways from 1 Henry VI through Henry V but a central, enabling theme in a vision of history running from antiquity to the future that was presenting itself to Shakespeare and others near the end of the sixteenth century. It should be said at the outset that there are affinities between that vision, which will be sketched below, and the claim by Hannah Arendt in The Human Condition that without forgiveness we would be "not unlike the sorcerer's apprentice who lacked the magic formula to break the spell" of any given offense, our histories amounting to nothing more than endless, circular roads of retribution. 8 Forgiveness is "the only reaction which does not merely re-act but acts anew and unexpectedly," she writes; it is "the freedom from vengeance," vengeance that otherwise encloses "both doer and sufferer in the relentless automatism of the action process, which by itself need never come to an end."
9 If "Jesus of Nazareth" is, as Arendt argues, the "discoverer of the role of forgiveness in the realm of human affairs," then one can safely assume that Shakespeare is aware of forgiveness in this "secular sense," the sense in which forgiveness is the thing that can make it possible to have histories worth living in. 10 But in English history Shakespeare also encounters forgiveness that is too good for the public good, as well as the glory of sovereign authority, which has an uneasy relationship with the plural freedom that forgiveness enables: "Only through this constant mutual release from what they do can men remain free agents, only by constant willingness to change their minds and start again can they be trusted with so great a power as that to begin something new." 11 ****** Shakespeare begins by imagining a world before the Tudors in which, as Mervyn James says of medieval honor societies generally, "violence, or the ever present possibility of violence, was a way of life." 12 Whether the context is the white-hot honor culture of 1 Henry VI, the popular rebellion of 2 Henry VI, or the rise in 3 Henry VI of a singular agent of violence in the person of Richard of Gloucester, there is always the feeling that nothing can be done and they know not what they do. The complement-there is no solution-to this condition is the Erasmian kingship of Henry VI, who pleads repeatedly for peace and always offers forgiveness. 13 "I myself," he announces in 2 Henry VI, "Will parley with Jack Cade," the rebel leader whose men have already killed the Stafford brothers and soon kill Lord Say.
14 Buckingham then brings from the king a "free pardon" to all the rebels who will "go home in peace," and Clifford urges them to "embrace his pardon." 15 Henry carries through "with thanks and pardon," the rebel "multitudes" cry "God save the King," and Cade is killed soon afterwards. 16 In the first scene of 3 Henry VI, with Richard of York sitting on the throne and Clifford urging Henry and their associates to "assail the family of York" on the spot, Henry merely commands the "factious" York to "descend my throne, / And kneel for grace and mercy at my feet." 17 Henry's last words, spoken after Richard of Gloucester has stabbed him, are these: "O God forgive my sins, and pardon thee!" 18 Henry's commitment to forgiveness is a sublime expression of the administrative incompetence for which he is famous. It is as if he has been "taught," as Desiderius Erasmus says in The Education of a Christian Prince, "that the teachings of Christ apply to no one more than to the prince" and as if, in turning his cheek and taking up his cross, he has accepted the fact that "there will be plenty to call you a dolt, and no prince at all." 19 Henry's management of Cade's rebellion seems like a fluke, the pardon being "open to pragmatic question." 20 The normal pattern is epitomized in York's rebuff of his "grace and mercy," the dispute about legitimacy that follows, and Henry's disinheritance of his son in favor of York later in the scene. The regret that Henry voices later in 3 Henry VI while disguised as a pilgrim-"No bending knee will call thee Caesar now"-is characteristic mock grandiosity, having more to do with classicizing parallels in Raphael Holinshed's Chronicles than anything in the play itself. 21 He is unlike the Henry VI of another product of the 1590s, Samuel Daniel's The Civil Wars. In book 6 of that poem Henry paraphrases Seneca's De clementia in the course of explaining to Parliament why he will grant clemency to York, just returned from Ireland with an army, even though the man is an obvious threat: "Win grace upon the bad with clemency"; "Death gives no thanks, but checks authority"; "Life doth only majesty commend"; "Blood hath never glory, mercy hath"; "Losing him, in him I lose my power," for "We rule who live: the dead are none of our." 22 It is as if Seneca is cajoling Nero, or Justus Lipsius is lecturing the Spanish Hapsburgs. In Shakespeare's Henry, however, there is no suggestion of Senecan prudence or prudence of any kind. He does not forgive in order to display his heroic victory over anger, to render the forgiven morally obliged to his greater wisdom, nor even, minimally, to provide himself with living subjects to govern. Henry, a human embodiment of forgiveness, prays for Richard and thus can be said to ask forgiveness for sin against forgiveness itself. He forgives unconditionally-impossibly and madly, as Jacques Derrida might say with admiration, and with too much goodness for Arendt's public realm, where such goodness cannot show itself without risking absurdity and threatening destruction to itself and everyone around it. 23 The man who kills Henry at his prayers never becomes a forgiving king. This is obvious, but must be stressed given certain parallels between Richard and the Earl of Richmond in Richard III. Richmond is no less "exceptional" than Richard-no less clever in forging legal arrangements, no less willing to suspend the law in order to preserve it against threats of his own invention-and together they figure "a permanent state of exception for England." 24 Nevertheless the pardon that Richmond bestows after the battle of Bosworth Field clearly distinguishes him from his predecessor. As Henry VII he orders the proclamation of "a pardon to the soldiers fled / That in submission will return to us" and three times declares his hope for peace-"smoothfac'd peace." 25 From his mouth pardon is a political instrument, not an expression of Christian charity, and as such it marks a significant development in the legal exceptionalism initiated by the murderous Richard. Henry VII begins, at the end of Richard III, to turn arbitrary power into something wonderful, which is so wonderful because the play and the three plays before it have shown that there is nothing left of the law but paper and no security for anyone outside the favors of the most powerful men.
In 26 Such a state of affairs demands great constancy in those who would endure it, but more to the point, this constancy involves the practice of a kind of clinical "mercy" (misericordia), not "pity" (miseratio), toward one's fellow-sufferers. 27 Lipsius's man of constancy "will perform more in works than in words" while on the ground, so to speak, and his mercy will always be dispensed with "discretion and care, that he not infect himself with other men's contagion."
28 And yet such arbitrary generosity, practiced in the triage of daily life, can only do so much. In his strength and independence the constant man of De constantia merely gestures toward those much greater men who are said to "purchase unto themselves immortal glory" by bestowing clemency in Lipsius's Politicorum sive civilis doctrinae libri sex, or Politica. 29 Clemency has the advantage over justice and cruelty in securing the prince's power by eliciting love rather than hate, and "there is nothing that causeth men to approach so near unto God as to give life and safety to men" (P, 31). Moreover, unlike the "sharp and piercing sun of justice" (P, 32), which always presents the prince with his "duty" (P, 29), clemency-"the moon of empires" (P, 30)-gives free reign to his "discretion" and "judgment" (P, 32). Clemency is thus proximate to prudence, the central virtue in Lipsius's politics, and sorts well with what he calls prudentia mixta, which usefully mingles "the purest wine" of prudence with "some dregs of deceit" (P, 112). Sedition, for example, is best dealt with by first offering "secret rewards" to some and "fair things" promised "doubtfully" to others; afterwards "any blemish" remaining in the state should be "wiped away with clemency and lenity" (P, 197). As for civil war itself, the worst of modern evils for Lipsius and the subject of the final book of the Politica, there is nothing about it "more miserable than victory" given the tendency of the winning side to become "cruel and outrageous" after the battles are done (P, 189). Diplomatic "agreement" is always better than war (P, 205), but if there must be victory then the winner should be sure to "tread the steps of clemency" (P, 206). That "is the means to increase thy substance and thy reputation," says Lipsius, for then even "thine enemies dare complain of nothing but of thy greatness" (P, 206).
The Politica is a weighty cento out of Seneca, Tacitus, and other ancient authorities that always manages to seem practical. Violet Soen observes that in the context of the Dutch Revolt and Spanish imperialism, clemency seemed to Lipsius "not only a matter of political theory but also one of political and legal practice." 30 Perhaps there was nothing better to hope for amid the "renaissance of empire" throughout sixteenth-and early seventeenth-century Europe. 31 The sun of justice had been eclipsed by the moon of empire. Michel de Montaigne makes the point repeatedly in his own way, while Torquato Tasso addresses a dialogue De la clemenza (1589) to Ferdinando I de' Medici, and Shakespeare marks the end of the War of the Roses by rehearsing a famous act of mercy by the reigning English monarch's grandfather. 32 His act was exemplary for a dynasty. "The Tudors," writes K. J. Kesselring in Mercy and Authority in the Tudor State, "deployed the prerogative of pardon in ways both concrete and symbolic in efforts to enhance their power and legitimize that power as authority." 33 Richard II, which begins with a weak king who speaks of peace and forgiveness and ends with a usurper who makes of clemency real prudence, would seem to recapitulate in brief form the story of forgiveness that had been told in the first tetralogy. One difference, however, is that the weak king is not uncalculating. After Mowbray and Bullingbrook have disobeyed Richard's command to "Forget, forgive," he convenes but then cancels the trial-by-combat that is their right. 34 Presumably such a trial would have disclosed true providential justice in the medieval manner, but Richard, who may fear the outcome because he knows that Mowbray is in the wrong, justifies his decision by making an early modern stand against "civil wounds" (R, 1.3.128) and the "grating shock of wrathful iron arms" (R, 1.3.136) that might "fright fair peace / And make us wade even in our kinred's blood" (R, 1.3.137-38). "Wrath-kindled gentlemen" (R, 1.1.152), with their "sky-aspiring and ambitious thoughts" (R, 1.3.130) and "rival-hating envy" (R, 1.3.131), must be controlled because they threaten the state. Such men were held by Lipsius and other authorities on the subject to be among the most common causes of civil war (see P, 191-97). 35 Then Richard tempers his own politic justice with carefully mixed mercies. Both Mowbray and Bullingbrook are banished "upon pain of life" (R, 1.3.140, 153)-in sixteenth-century terms, they are given pardons contingent on exile-and are sworn never to "Embrace each other's love" (R, 1.3.184) while in that condition. 36 And finally, after
Mowbray exits, Richard softens Bullingbrook's sentence once again. There will not be "twice five summers" (R, 1.3.141) of exile for him but only "Six frozen winters spent" (R, 1.3.211) until he can come "with welcome home from banishment" (R, 1.3.212). By first avoiding one kind of justice and then softening another, by offering secret rewards to some but not to others, by promising fair things doubtfully, and by wiping away blemishes with lenity if not thorough clemency, Richard tries to follow the modern way of humane, arbitrary rule. Of course this is to put the best possible face on it, and all his efforts accelerate his downfall. Perhaps Richard should have been even more generous to Bullingbrook. Or perhaps he should have found a way to kill the man instead of merely seizing "His plate, his goods, his money, and his lands" (R, 2.1.210). Indeed peace, which Richard is so concerned to nurture in act 1, becomes increasingly sullied with vice and stained with blood, as if the infant has a hand in its own undoing. In act 2 Richard is said to have "basely yielded upon compromise / That which his ancestors achiev'd with blows" (R, 2.1.253-54) and spent more "in peace than they in wars" (R, 2.1.255). In act 3, having cursed his favorites for making "peace with Bullingbrook" (R, 3.2.127), he is stunned by Scroop's ghoulish catachresis: "their peace is made / With heads, and not with hands" (R, 3.2.137-38). Finally, peace flies to the Bishop of Carlisle's apocalyptic vision, where it is seen to "sleep with Turks and infidels" (R, 4.1.139). With "dead men's skulls" filling the landscape of the future, peace can only be meted out at the victor's discretion to certain individuals (R, 4.1.144).
It is such a process of peace through pardon, not the jubilant coronation reported by the Duke of York, which marks Bullingbrook's apotheosis as an earthly god in act 5. Oddly enough, the relevant scenes have been best appreciated as Shakespearean farce-"a satyr play" in "the last act of his tragedy." 37 Yet the historical record is no less implausible than the play itself. How could a conniving, diehard Ricardian like the Duke of Aumerle (Earl of Rutland) sit down to dinner with his father, the Duke of York, and by his own "folly," as Holinshed puts it, allow the discovery of "the indenture of the confederacy in his bosom" (HC, 3:10)? And how could the man to whom Richard was more "beholden" than any other "in the realm" expect the extraordinary good fortune that follows (HC, 3:5)? "The Earl of Rutland," one reads in the Chronicles, "seeing in what danger he stood, took his horse and rode another way to Windsor in post, so that he got thither before his father"-in short he got "down on his knees," besought "mercy and forgiveness," and "obtained pardon" This is not farce, but it is bewildering nonetheless. Henry has been on the verge of pardoning Aumerle without knowing the crime, then been moved to pardon him in tribute to York's unnatural honesty, then been moved toward strict justice by York, and then been moved back to pardoning by the Duchess. Together these four characters form a tableau on the contest of severitas and clementia, a contest that is won as Lipsius and Seneca would have it won. An assassination plot, a dysfunctional ménage, a pater patriae who serves as a kinder father, and even what a wry commentator calls "Senecanizing ornamented bombast": all suggest the Olympian comedy of De clementia by which Nero is entertained with a vision of a "measureless mass of men . . . fractious, quarrelsome, without self-control, as ready to run amok to its own destruction as to another's," of self-righteous fools who think that "clemency supports all the worst people" because they cannot see that each one of us has "fallen short" and "will continue to fall short to the end of our days," and of happy bee-like creatures who thank their lucky stars that they live under a princeps who knows that "being a savior is a defining trait of superior fortune." 38 The vision justifies autocratic power on the basis of human frailties. It incorporates even so imperfect a man as Nero into an idea of the good society. It is a vision of history, too, for it would explain why things are never quite as bad for some people as they ought to be. A usurper can become a beneficent "god on earth," a traitor can become a hero, and some kind of peace can be enjoyed within the maelstrom if one is fortunate enough to receive pardon from on high. The final act of clemency in Richard II comes when Henry gives Carlisle, who once considered himself to be an expert on peace, the "kingly doom" (R, 5.6.23) of forced retirement: "So as thou liv'st in peace, die free from strife" (R, 5.6.27).
Thus near the end of Richard II one reaches the fullest expression in Shakespeare's history plays of the prudently forgiving king, one who kills some, forgives others, and wins for himself immortal glory by such means. In the origins of the early modern state one finds something like forgiveness in Arendt's "secular sense": "the reaction which does not merely re-act but acts anew and unexpectedly," "the freedom from vengeance" that allows for new beginnings. Although there are many ways to make the backward leap in history from Richard III to Richard II express developing moral and political arguments, there is reason to think that an argument about royal forgiveness was more relevant in the 1590s than arguments about, say, the force of providence versus human agency in history or even the meaning of nationhood. With respect to clemency, among other things, Henry IV is shown to be a type of Henry VII. This allows Shakespeare to explore the matter in more typical depth and with greater freedom than he could have done if he had gone on to write about the Tudors. But what follows Richard II is rather surprising, for by the end of the second tetralogy forgiveness has been completely destroyed.
1 Henry IV opens with Henry having become his own Carlisle and Richard. In the name of "frighted peace" he proposes a crusade "in strands afar remote."
39 If peace is not here then it must be thereamong Carlisle's "Turks and infidels"-and if war is taken there then peace must return to "this soil" (1H IV, 1.1.5), which no longer will "daub her lips with her own children's blood" (1H IV, 1.1.6). So runs his prophetic logic of scarcity, but news of a disaster in Wales, as he says, "Brake off our business for the Holy Land" (1H IV, 1.1.48). At home Henry has continued the Senecan and Lipsian prudence displayed near the end of Richard II, but the recipients of his clemency have not been as appreciative as the Duke of Aumerle. His "blood," he says to Northumberland, Worcester, and Hotspur, "hath been too cold and temperate" (1H IV, 1.3.1) and he has shown too much "patience" with them (1H IV, 1.3.4). His "condition" (1H IV, 1.3.6) has been "soft as young down" (1H IV, 1.3.7)-too soft to keep "that title of respect / Which the proud soul ne'er pays but to the proud" (1H IV, 1.3.8-9). Owen Glendower is on the rampage, the Scots are threatening, and rebellion by the men who helped him to power is in the works. Even his wayward son the Prince of Wales, who has been play-acting banishment with Falstaff, understands that "We must all to the wars" (1H IV, 2.4.544). As war gets closer, however, the hope for peace through pardon remains. The hope gets stronger and stronger until it is dashed in the play's crisis, which occurs before any of the alarums and excursions of act 5.
In act 4 Sir Walter Blunt extends "pardon absolute" from the king to Hotspur, Worcester, and Vernon (1H IV, 4.3.50). Hotspur seems unimpressed at first, but the scene ends with Blunt saying, "I would you would accept of grace and love" (1H IV, 4.3.112) and Hotspur replying, "And may be so we shall" (1H IV, 4.3.113). Henry himself offers his "grace" to Worcester and Vernon soon afterwards (1H IV, 5.1.106). As once he offered to pardon Aumerle for his "after-love" (R, 5.3.35), so here he hopes that "every man / Shall be my friend again, and I'll be his" (1H IV, 5.1.107-8). For all the talk by the rebels of "Edmund Mortimer / Heir to the crown" (1H IV, 1.3.156-57), taxation (see 1H IV, 4.3.92), and broken oaths (see 1H IV, 4.3.101, and 5.1.58), everything comes down to forgiveness: for Hotspur, whether he will accept the king's pardon; for Worcester, whether having accepted it he will have a life worth living. 40 Hotspur's "may be so we shall" conjures fantasies of political order, brotherly love, and freedom from the past. Its spell is not broken when, having been misinformed by Worcester that "There is no seeming mercy in the King" (1H IV, 5.2.34), he says, "Did you beg any? God forbid!" (1H IV, 5.2.35). One can imagine that his bravado covers a deeper, fantastic wisdom. His deception by Worcester encases him in the amber of his "may be" and can make his death at the hands of Prince Henry seem more tragic for the Lancastrians than for his own party.
As for Worcester, he should be appreciated at least for his rarity. He is one of a very small number of men and women in Shakespeare's plays who refuse pardons. There is Richard of York, who as noted above rebuffs the "grace and mercy" offered by Henry VI. There is Cleopatra, who kills herself because she knows that Caesar's clemency hides a plan to lead her in triumph to Rome. 41 And there is Worcester, whose refusal of what he himself calls "The liberal and kind offer of the King" (1H IV, 5.2.2) is devastating to whatever has remained of the ethos of peace through pardon inaugurated late in Richard II:
It is not possible, it cannot be, The King should keep his word in loving us. He will suspect us still, and find a time To punish this offense in other faults. Supposition all our lives shall be stuck full of eyes, For treason is but trusted like the fox, Who never so tame, so cherish'd and lock'd up, Will have a wild trick of his ancestors. Look how we can, or sad or merrily, Interpretation will misquote our looks, And we shall feed like oxen at a stall, The better cherish'd, still the nearer death.
(1H IV, 5.2. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] For this man a pardon would lead to a nightmarish version of what scholars now call the civilizing process. 42 The social history figured comically by Aumerle in Holinshed and Shakespeare-he takes a pardon, does some committee work, and dies a hero-is felt by Worcester as cruel tragedy. Worcester's vision of confinement and castration presages Prince Hamlet's situation under another usurper, although Worcester is not allowed to inspire much sympathy in the audience. After the battle Henry blames "Ill-spirited Worcester" for everything that has happened (1H IV, 5.5.2). If only he had communicated the offer of pardon "like a Christian" (1H IV, 5.5.9), Hotspur, Blunt, "and many a creature else / Had been alive this hour" (1H IV, 5.5.7-8).
With the opportunity for a great act of self-aggrandizing clemency having been spoiled beforehand by Worcester, Henry is not about to be merciful to him or anyone else now. He passes that prerogative to Prince Henry, who tells Prince John to free the Earl of Douglas-the man who actually killed Blunt-in tribute to the Scotsman's "valors" (1H IV, 5.5.29) and "high deeds" (1H IV, 5.5.30). This is said to be an "honorable bounty" for John-a gift not of treasure but of giving itself, as if to start him on a life of beneficence-and it is often taken to express the older brother's newfound appreciation of chivalry when his own life is not at stake (1H IV, 5.5.26). Like an earlier Prince of Wales, the Black Prince of Montaigne's "By Divers Means Men Come unto a Like End," Prince Henry is in this case merciful in response to "courage, constancy, and resolution"-"means altogether opposite" the usual one whereby "submission" moves a victor "to commiseration and pity." 43 But Douglas is not simply the man who killed Blunt and many others. He killed Blunt because he thought that Blunt was King Henry; he was on a search-and-destroy mission against the king throughout the battle ("I will kill all his coats; / I'll murder all his wardrop, piece by piece"), and he would have succeeded if Prince Henry had not appeared in the nick of time (1H IV, 5.3.26-27) . It has occurred to at least one commentator that "Hal pardons Douglas because Douglas almost did what Hal almost wanted to do." 44 1 Henry IV ends with "grace" and "love" having been abandoned by King Henry, with murderous rampage seemingly the surer path to pardon than submission, and with the agency of forgiveness linked ambiguously to Prince John, a young man of battlefield "mettle" but uncertain moral character (1H IV, 5.4.24). John has had no admirers and few apologists. Indeed he has come to be identified with everything that is wrong with the world of 2 Henry IV. "Disintegrity and a downwardly-spiraling deconstruction of the enforced codes and forms of history-making are the centers of energy of this strange play," writes Derek Cohen, who adds that they "are most notoriously manifest in the treachery of Prince John." 45 Cohen is referring to the second scene of act 4, in which John gets Mowbray, Hastings, and the Archbishop of York to disband the rebel army by promising that their "griefs shall be with speed redress'd." 46 He then sends them "to the block of death" on the grounds that promising to redress their grievances is not the same as promising to spare their lives (2H IV, 4.2.122). "Is this proceeding just and honorable?" asks Mowbray (2H IV, 4.2.110). "Will you thus break your faith?" asks the Archbishop; "I pawn'd thee none," replies Prince John (2H IV, 4.2.112). Shakespeare pawns us none either. He seems uninterested in the moral question, possibly because he assumes that his rebels will be understood in terms of the present-day rebellion in Ireland or even because he wants to make a point about the most effective way of dealing with a rebellion that "had consisted of innumerable examples of the Irish outwitting the English by means of feigned submissions and hollow truces." 47 The grim green world of Gaultree Forest is not about right and wrong, but peace and the ironies of its true foundations. Prince John begins by speaking of "our restored love and amity" (2H IV, 4.2.65). The "news of peace" is sent to the rebel army (2H IV, 4.2.70), and Westmoreland congratulates himself on achieving "this present peace" (2H IV, 4.2.74). John hears the "word of peace . . . rend'red" amid the shouts of happy soldiers (2H IV, 4.2.87) and the Archbishop declares in a grand Senecan mood that A peace is of the nature of a conquest, For then both parties nobly are subdued, And neither party loser.
(2H IV, 4.2.89-91)
But here as usual in these plays one side must lose for there to be peace, and in this case it is the failure of one of the sides to understand that fact that makes peace possible. And whereas in Richard II and even in 1 Henry IV there is the chance for certain individuals to find peace through pardon within a world at war, in 2 Henry IV individuals are significantly directed "to the block of death" in the name of a general peace. The last man sent away by Prince John, Sir John Colevile, might make a stronger claim for mercy than Mowbray or the Archbishop.
Colevile was captured-somehow-by Falstaff and granted mercy by the fat knight: "rouse up fear and trembling, and do observance to my mercy," Falstaff says, whereupon Colevile, who must have lost his sword, kneels in submission (2H IV, 4.3.14-15). Falstaff compares himself to "the hook-nos'd fellow of Rome," the famously clement Julius Caesar, when he presents Colevile to Prince John (2H IV, 4.3.41). The prince acknowledges the ethical tradition of the situation by remarking that Colevile's submission must have been "more of his courtesy than your deserving" (2H IV, 4.3.43). But just because Colevile has played by the rules and received mercy from his conqueror does not mean that he can live. "Send Colevile with his confederates / To York, to present execution," orders John, thus providing another example for Falstaff's critique of honor and nearly putting a period to Shakespeare's histories of forgiveness (2H IV, 4.3.73-74).
The words "mercy" and "pardon" appear many times in Henry V. Like "love" in Paradise Lost, they are words that flourish most when the things themselves are gone. Henry is proud of the fact-he reminds God of it before Agincourt-that he has reburied the body of Richard II and is paying five hundred poor persons to pray to "heaven, to pardon blood." 48 In a well-known scene in act 2 he speaks of pardoning a man who "rail'd against" him the day before (HV, 2.2.41). Grey, Cambridge, and Scroop counsel against it-pardon would set a bad "example," says Scroop-but Henry intends to pardon him anyway (HV, 2.2.45). The railing man may as well be a fiction, however, because he is playing a part in a performance that Henry has devised to justify sending the three noblemen to the block. Having received their death warrants, they all ask for "mercy" (HV, 2.2.77). This is his cue to say, "The mercy that was quick in us but late / By your own counsel is suppress'd and kill'd" (HV, 2.2.79-80).
If Henry's tendency to shirk responsibility for his actions amounts to a kind of power-sharing, then perhaps mercy's death in him signals its rebirth in the people. Bates, Court, and Williams are good mensurely there are other good men and women in the background-but if mercy is democratized in Henry V it happens in the person of Pistol, a man whom Henry might place among the "worst" (HV, 3.3.3) that he offers as an alternative to his "best mercy" (HV, 3.3.5) Pistol has learned the value of mercy-two hundred crowns-and exits proclaiming something like an aristocratic motto: "As I suck blood, I will some mercy show" (HV, 4.4.64). This counts as ennoblement in a man who came to France like a leech, "To suck, to suck, the very blood to suck!" (HV, 2.3.56). Money makes the world go 'round, it helps to bridge language barriers, and it leads to a little mercy on the field of Agincourt.
Yet even this story of lowered expectations ends in disappointment. If the Boy is remembered at all, it is not for helping to save a Frenchman but for being, presumably, among the boys killed in the luggage train (see HV, 4.7.1-7). Le Fer, too, is doomed, for merciless Henry orders "every soldier" to "kill his prisoners" (HV, 4.6.37), a matter of cutting throats (see HV, 4.7.9-10, 63). Even Pistol, present with Henry in the Quarto edition, responds to Henry by saying "Couple gorge." 49 In Gary Taylor's interpretation, this is "Pistol's moment of choice, and his moment of greatness: first reacting to the King's command with a look of fiscal outrage, hesitating, eyeing Le Fer, pausing, and then with a shrug returning to the bravado of 'Coup' la gorge' as he cuts the man's throat." 50 How exactly Pistol feels in the moment is ambiguous, but the larger point is clear enough. So much for Le Fer and his money! As in the scene with Coleville and Falstaff near the end of 2 Henry IV, one man is given mercy by another man in some post-heroic fashion, but the fruits of the exchange are cut off by greater men. Those who are unwilling to allow money into the operations of mercy may think that what Pistol shows Monsieur Le Fer is merely a parody of heroic generosity. If it is, then the parody quickly becomes the norm. Henry replays Pistol's game of ransom in the final scene of the play: "you must buy that peace," he says to the Duke of Burgundy, and the French buy everything (HV, 5.2.70).
Burgundy's pastoralism suggests a desire to forget a war that has spoiled "this best garden of the world" (HV, 5.2.36). What cannot be remembered does not need to be forgiven. King Charles VI, who is reported to have "suffered periodic fits of madness" during his life on the French throne, cooperates in act 5, scene 2 by being merely forgetful during a very important meeting. 51 The play ends in France in its bilingualism and charade of courtly love, in the Land of Nod in its misty futurity and the amnesia that affects everyone onstage. Even the Chorus, who remembers the failures of the "many" who came later and "lost France, and made . . . England bleed," seems to have forgotten how quickly Henry's own French campaign fell apart because of the defeat of his brother Thomas, Duke of Clarence, at the battle of Baugé, and a fatal bout with dysentery (HV, epilogue, 11-12). ****** Shakespeare's histories of forgiveness show that he is aware of the neo-imperialist interpretation of the forgiving king. He begins by offering a distinctly Christian response to that interpretation in the person of Henry VI, but Henry's forgiveness is, in paradoxes suggested by Derrida and Arendt, impossible because it is so real, and destructive because it is so good. A typology of prudently clement rule is then established in the conjunction of Richard III and Richard II. Its terms are so degraded in subsequent plays, however, that the virtue of clemency seems to reach its nadir during the triumphant reign of Henry V, the "star of England" (HV, epilogue, 6). Having presented a "god on earth" near the end of Richard II, Shakespeare then decides that his audiences should give up on the idea of forgiveness from their earthly gods.
The sense found in Lipsius and suggested sometimes in the plays themselves that such forgiveness is now really needed, that there is nothing better to be hoped for, makes Shakespeare's decision especially important. It can make the refusal of Worcester to accept what seems to be a sincere offer of clemency, the guile of Prince John in seeming to offer a pardon in order to kill his enemies, the cruel fates of Colevile and Le Fer, and the various abuses of mercy by Henry V seem like failures in the early development of a new standard of humane behavior between rulers and subjects, one that accepts imperial realities just as it insists, however apologetically, on the value of human lives. It is as if, in Arendt's terms, the new possibilities of forgiveness are being spurned in favor of irreversible vengeance or something as abstract as historical necessity. But Shakespeare's turn from clemency is itself positively moral and political in character. It is not caused by any lack of malleable subject matter or any evident distaste for the kind of grandiloquent rhetoric that public forgiveness can involve. 56 Nor, although his kings and princes are not rebuked by anyone other than rebels for failing to be clement, do those failures seem to have anything to do with the purpose of making audiences applaud their own subjugation. Kings are not rebuked in these plays, but people are warned. It is one thing to be conquered or to accept the fact that one's political tradition is based upon conquests, quite another to glorify conquerors for not killing their subjects or for offering occasional clemency as a substitute for regular justice. The audiences of Shakespeare's history plays may be expected to applaud "acts of calculation, intimidation, and deceit," as Stephen Greenblatt argues, but they are not expected to praise monarchs for letting them live. 57 If the legal facts of the Elizabethan regime documented by Kesselring are admitted as evidence, then one can conclude that Shakespeare's histories of forgiveness are at odds not only with current theory but current practice. In this sense, at least, the theater offers a brave alternative to the state.
It would be a fine thing to see in Shakespeare's history plays the roots of the idea that the English are "a merciful people"-"that they have always been esteemed, even in their natural disposition, a merciful, generous, and compassionate nation; merciful to those who are exposed to punishment by their laws, generous to an enemy, and compassionate to the miserable." 58 The idea, expressed here by Daniel Defoe near the beginning of A History of the Clemency of Our English Monarchs, seems to take hold only later, in the seventeenth century, when civil war makes such virtues seem both scarce and more necessary than ever before. It is of a piece with the Earl of Clarendon's praise in 1660 of an "old good nature"-this is meant to discourage civil unrest-"so peculiar to you, so appropriated by God almighty to this nation, that it can be translated into no other language" and is "hardly practiced by any other people." 59 Shakespeare implies with Falstaff and Pistol that the people, for all their faults, can practice mercy and generosity on their own, and that they might be better at forgiveness without the interventions of kings. But then he drops English history and takes up Hamlet. There, in the short interregnum between a king who is "justly served" with poison and the arrival of a conqueror who intends to exploit the "vantage," two young victims of kingship make the best of it by forgiving each other before they die. 60 "Exchange forgiveness with me," says Laertes to Hamlet. 61 They work something like a miracle. Although it is cut off in a few moments, their new beginning is more satisfying than any general clemency that Fortinbras might bestow. The spell of vengeance is broken, and so with it, briefly, is the course of dynastic succession. 
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